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1. Introduction
The purpose of this note is the study of Ramsey-theoretic properties of various classes K of
finite ultrametric spaces, together with some dynamical consequences on certain isometry groups.
The original motivation of this work comes from the recent work of Kechris, Pestov and Todorcevic
[10] where a general problem is posed. Namely, what are the classes of finite ordered metric spaces
(or more generally the classes of finite ordered structures) which satisfy both Ramsey and Ordering
properties ? To see what this problem asks in a specific context, recall that a metric space X = (X, dX)
is ultrametric when given any x, y, z in X,
dX(x, z) 6 max(dX(x, y), dX(y, z)).
Given some ultrametric spaces X, Y and Z, we write X ∼= Y when there is an isometry from X onto Y
and define the set
(
Z
X
)
as(
Z
X
)
= {X˜ ⊂ Z : X˜ ∼= X}.
For k, l ∈ ω r {0} and a triple X, Y, Z of ultrametric spaces, the symbol
Z −→ (Y)Xk,l
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is an abbreviation for the statement:
For any χ :
(
Z
X
)
−→ k there is Y˜ ∈
(
Z
Y
)
, such that χ does not take more than l values on
(
Y˜
X
)
.
When l = 1, this is simply written Z −→ (Y)Xk . Given a classK of ultrametric spaces and X ∈ K ,
we write tK(X) for the least number l (if there is one) such that:
For any Y ∈ K , and any k ∈ ω r {0}, there exists Z ∈ K such that Z −→ (Y)Xk,l
tK(X) is called the Ramsey degree of X in K (this is a particular case of the more general notion
of Ramsey degree for an arbitrary class of structures that has already been studied in the literature,
see for example [5] or [10]). It turns out that a positive answer to the question of [10] is equivalent to
the existence and the computation of the Ramsey degree for every member of a given class of metric
spaces (resp. of finite structures). In this note, we are able to do this for the class of finite convexly
ordered ultrametric spaces.
For an ultrametric space X, let iso(X) denote the set of all isometries from X into itself, and cLO(X)
the set of all convex linear orderings of X (a linear ordering < on X is convex when all the metric
balls of X are<-convex). For S ⊂]0,+∞[, letUS denote the class of all finite ultrametric spaces with
strictly positive distances in S. Let alsoUc<S denote the class of all finite convexly ordered ultrametric
spaces with distances in S.
Theorem 1. Let S ⊂]0,+∞[. Then every element X of US has a Ramsey degree inUS which is equal to
|cLO(X)|/|iso(X)|.
It turns out that this sort of result is closely related to purely Ramsey-theoretic results for some
classes of ordered ultrametric spaces, that is structures of the form (Z, <Z) = (Z, dZ, <Z) where Z is
an ultrametric space and <Z is a linear ordering on Z . For two ordered ultrametric spaces (X, <X)
and (Y, <Y), (X, <X) ∼= (Y, <Y)means that there is an order preserving isometry from (X, <X) onto
(Y, <Y). The symbols(
Z, <Z
X, <X
)
, (Z, <Z) −→ (Y, <Y)(X,<X)k,l and (Z, <Z) −→ (Y, <Y)(X,<
X)
k
are defined along the same lines as in the unordered case. Now, given a class K∗ of finite ordered
ultrametric spaces, say thatK∗ has the Ramsey property when for every (X, <X), (Y, <Y) ∈ K∗ and
every k ∈ ω r {0}, there is (Z, <Z) ∈ K∗ such that
(Z, <Z) −→ (Y, <Y)(X,<X)k .
On the other hand, ifK is the class of finite ultrametric spaces defined byK = {X : (X, <X) ∈ K∗},
then say thatK∗ has the ordering property when given X ∈ K , there is Y ∈ K such that given any
linear orderings<X and<Y on X and Y respectively such that (X, <X) and (Y, <Y) are inK∗, (Y, <Y)
contains an isomorphic copy of (X, <X).
Theorem 1 is linked to the following results:
Theorem 2. Let S ⊂]0,+∞[. ThenUc<S has the Ramsey property.
Theorem 3. Let S ⊂]0,+∞[. ThenUc<S has the ordering property.
Together with the results obtained by Nešetřil in [11], [12] (whowas alsomotivated by the general
problem posed in [10]) in the context of finite ordered metric spaces, and via different combinatorial
arguments, these results provide some of the very few known examples of Ramsey classes of finite
ordered metric spaces.
Given a countable class K of finite metric spaces, one may also ask for the existence of a
corresponding Urysohn space, that is a countable metric space whose family of finite subspaces is
exactly K , and which is ultrahomogeneous i.e. where any isometry between finite subspaces can be
extended to an isometry of thewhole space (for a survey, see [3]). ForK = US , there is, up to isometry,
a unique such object (denoted here QS) which is well-known (see [2,4,13] or more recently [7]).
Particularly convenient frameworks for this study are the ones developed by Fraïssé in the general
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case (for references on Fraïssé theory, see [6] or [9]) and, before him, Urysohn [15] in the case of
metric spaces. Here, we present a simple description ofQS as well as its completionUS and provide an
explicit computation of the universal minimal flow of the corresponding isometry groups. Recall that
for a topological group G, a compact minimal G-flow is a compact Hausdorff space X , together with
a continuous action of G on X for which the orbit of every point is dense in X . It is a general result
in topological dynamics that every topological group G has a compact minimal G-flow M(G) which
is, moreover, universal in the sense that it can be mapped homomorphically onto any other compact
minimalG-flow.WhenG is locally compact but non compact,M(G) is a highly non-constructive object.
However, since thework of Pestov in [14], it is known that the use of Ramsey-theoretical methods can
actually lead to a very explicit description of M(G). This idea, which is also central in [10], allows us
to prove:
Theorem 4. Let S ⊂]0,+∞[ be countable. ThenM(iso(QS)) = cLO(QS) togetherwith the natural action
iso(QS) × cLO(QS) −→ cLO(QS), (g, <) 7−→ <g defined by x<g y iff g−1(x) < g−1(y). Similarly,
M(iso(US)) = cLO(US) together with the action iso(US) × cLO(US) −→ cLO(US), (g, <) 7−→ <g
defined by x<g y iff g−1(x) < g−1(y).
Note that this result is far from being the first one providing a realization of the universal minimal
flow of an automorphism group by a space of linear orderings: this approach was first adopted by
Glasner and Weiss in [8] in order to compute the universal minimal flow of the permutation group
of the integers, and the paper [10] continues this trend and provides various other examples. In
particular, Theorem 4 is obtained, thanks to the technique used in [10] to show that for the isometry
group of the rational Urysohn space U0 corresponding to the class of all finite metric spaces with
rational distances, the universal minimal flow is the space of all linear orderings on U0.
2. Trees and finite convexly ordered ultrametric spaces
In this section, we present a duality between trees and ultrametric spaces. This fact is the key for
most of the proofs in this note.
A tree T = (T , <T) is a partially ordered set such that given any element t ∈ T , the set
{s ∈ T : s<T t} is <T-well-ordered. When every element of T has finitely many <T-predecessors,
ht(t) = |{s ∈ T : s<T t}| is the height of t ∈ T and when n < ht(t), t(n) denotes the unique
predecessor of t with height n. The mth level of T is T(m) = {t ∈ T : ht(t) = m} and the
height of T is the least m such that T(m) = ∅. When |T(0)| = 1, we say that T is rooted. When T
is rooted and s, t ∈ T, ∆(s, t) is the largest n such that s(n) = t(n). A linear ordering < on T is
lexicographicalwhen T(0) < T(1) < · · · < T(ht(T)) and given s, t ∈ T in a same level, s < t whenever
s(∆(s, t)+ 1) < t(∆(s, t)+ 1). From now on, all the trees Twe will consider will be of finite height,
rooted, lexicographically ordered by some ordering<Tlex, and the set T
max of all<T-maximal elements
of T will coincide with the top level set of T. Given such a tree of height n, and a finite sequence
a0 > a1 > · · · > an−1 of strictly positive real numbers, there is a natural convexly ordered ultrametric
space structure on Tmax if the distance d is defined by d(s, t) = a∆(s,t). Conversely, given any convexly
ordered ultrametric space (X, <X) with finitely many distances given by a0 > a1 > · · · > an−1,
there is a tree (T, <Tlex) of height n such that (X, <
X) is the natural convexly ordered ultrametric space
associated to (T, <Tlex) and (ai)i<n. The elements of T are the ordered pairs of the form 〈m, b〉 where
m ∈ n and b is a ball of the form {y ∈ X : dX(y, x) 6 am} with x ∈ X. The structural ordering <T is
given by 〈l, b〉<T 〈m, c〉 iff (l < m and b ⊂ c) and the lexicographical ordering is defined levelwise by
〈m, b〉<Tlex 〈m, c〉 iff there is x ∈ b and y ∈ c such that x<X y.
3. Ramsey degrees for finite ultrametric spaces
In this section, S ⊂]0,+∞[. For X ∈ US , let τ(X) be defined as the number |cLO(X)|/|iso(X)|. The
number τ(X) is essentially the number of all nonisomorphic structures one can get by adding a convex
linear ordering on X. Indeed, if<1, <2 are convex linear orderings on X, then (X, <1) and (X, <2) are
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isomorphic as finite ordered metric spaces if and only if the unique order preserving bijection from
(X, <1) to (X, <2) is an isometry. This defines a equivalence relation on the set of all finite convexly
ordered ultrametric spaces obtained by adding a convex linear ordering onX. Inwhat follows, an order
type for X is an equivalence class corresponding to this relation. In this section, we prove Theorem 1,
that is we show that any X ∈ US has a Ramsey degree inUS which is equal to τ(X). This result will
be obtained via Theorem 2 (for which the proof is postponed to Section 4) and Theorem 3 (which is
proved here).
3.1. The existence result — Getting an upper bound
Theorem 5. Let X ∈ US . There is l ∈ ω such that for every Y ∈ US and k ∈ ω r {0}, there is Z ∈ US
such that Z −→ (Y)Xk,l.
In fact, we prove that the value l = τ(X) works. This will provide the result, as well as an upper
bound for tUS (X).
Proof. Let {<α : α ∈ A} be a set of convex linear orderings on X, such that for every convex
linear ordering < on X, there is a unique α ∈ A such that (X, <) and (X, <α) are isomorphic as
finite ordered metric spaces. Then A has size τ(X) so without loss of generality, A = {1, . . . , τ (X)}.
Now, let <Y be any convex linear ordering on Y . By Ramsey property for Uc<S (Theorem 2) we
can find (Z1, <Z1) ∈ Uc<S such that (Z1, <Z1) −→ (Y, <Y)(X,<1)k . Now, construct inductively
(Z2, <Z2), . . . , (Zτ(X), <Zτ(X)) ∈ Uc<S such that for every n ∈ {1, . . . , τ (X) − 1}, (Zn+1, <Zn+1) −→
(Zn, <Zn)
(X,<n+1)
k . Finally, take Z = Zτ(X). Then one can check that Z −→ (Y)Xk,τ (X). 
3.2. Ordering property — Reaching the Ramsey degree
In the previous subsection, reducing the number of values of a given coloring is possible because
the Ramsey property for Uc<S allows one to color copies of X according to their order type in Y.
Consequently, the fact that this reduction is not possible under a certain point shouldmean that given
some X ∈ US , it is possible to find Y ∈ US such that given any convex linear ordering < on Y,
every order type of X is represented in (Y, <). In this section, we show that this is indeed the case,
which proves Theorem 3.We begin with a simple observation coming from the tree representation of
elements ofUc<S . The proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 6 (Reasonability Property for Uc<S ). Given X ⊂ Y in US and <X a convex linear ordering on X,
there is a convex linear ordering <Y on Y such that <Y  X = <X.
Call an element Y of US convexly order-invariant when (Y, <1) ∼= (Y, <2) whenever <1, <2 are
convex linear orderings on Y. The following result is a direct consequence of the previous lemma:
Lemma 7. Let X ⊂ Y inUS , and assume that Y is convexly order-invariant. Then given any convex linear
ordering < on Y, every order type of X is represented in (Y, <).
Proof. Let< and<X, be convex linear orderings on Y and X respectively. Let<Y be as in the previous
lemma. Then (Y, <) ∼= (Y, <Y) contains a copy of (X, <X). 
We now show that any element ofUS embeds into a convexly order-invariant one.
Lemma 8. Given X ∈ US , X embeds into a convexly order-invariant Y ∈ US .
Proof. Let a0 > a1 > · · · > an−1 enumerate the distances appearing in X. The tree representation of
X has n levels. Now, observe that such a tree can be embedded into a tree of height n, and where all
the nodes of a same level have the same number of immediate successors, and that the ultrametric
space associated to that tree is convexly order-invariant. 
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Combining these results, we get:
Corollary 9. Let X ∈ US . There is Y ∈ US such that given any convex linear ordering <Y on Y , every
order type of X is represented in (Y, <Y).
Theorem 3 follows then directly. We can now connect τ(X) and tUS (X).
Theorem 10. Let X ∈ US . Then there is Y ∈ US such that for every Z ∈ US , there is χ :
(
Z
X
)
−→ τ(X)
with the property: given any Y˜ ∈
(
Z
Y
)
, χ takes τ(X) values on
(
Y˜
X
)
.
Proof. Fix X ∈ US and let Y ∈ US be as in Corollary 9: for any convex linear ordering< on Y, (Y, <)
contains a copy of each order type of X. Now, let Z ∈ US and pick <Z any convex linear ordering on
Z. Define a coloring χ :
(
Z
X
)
−→ τ(X) which colors any copy X˜ of X according to the order type of
(X˜, <Z  X˜). Now, if possible, let Y˜ ∈
(
Z
Y
)
. Then (Y˜, <Z  Y˜) contains a copy of every order type of X,
and ∣∣∣∣∣χ ′′
(
Y˜
X
)∣∣∣∣∣ = τ(X). 
A direct consequence of this theorem is:
Corollary 11. For any X ∈ US , tUS (X) = τ(X).
At that point, some comments are of interest. The first one concerns a parallel with the results
related to the classM of finite metric spaces. Indeed, Nešetřil proved that the classM< of all finite
ordered metric spaces has the Ramsey property [11] as well as the ordering property [12]. Hence,
every element X inM has a Ramsey degree which is equal to |LO(X)|/|iso(X)| (LO(X) being the set of
all linear orderings on X). This fact has two consequences. On one hand, the only Ramsey objects (i.e.
those forwhich tM(X) = 1) are the equilateral ones. On the other hand, there are objects forwhich the
Ramsey degree is LO(X) (i.e. |X|!), those for which there is no nontrivial isometry. In the present case,
the situation is a bit different: first, the ultrametric spaces for which the true Ramsey property holds
are those for which the corresponding tree is uniformly branching on each level. Hence, in the class
US , every element can be embedded into a Ramsey object, a fact which does not hold in the class of all
finite metric spaces. Second, one can notice that any finite ultrametric space has a nontrivial isometry
(this fact is obvious via the tree representation). Thus, the Ramsey degree of X is always strictly less
than |cLO(X)|. In fact, a simple computation shows that the highest value tUS (X) can get if the size of
X is fixed is 2|X|−2 and is realized when the tree associated to X is a comb, i.e. all the branching nodes
are placed on a same branch.
The second comment concerns the classU<S of all finite ordered ultrametric spaces. One can show
that for this class, Ramsey property implies Ordering property. As a consequence, U<S cannot have
the Ramsey property. Here is a simple combinatorial argument for that: otherwise, any element inUS
would have a Ramsey degree equal to |LO(X)|/|iso(X)|, a contradiction with Corollary 11. However,
let us also mention that a much deeper reason is hidden behind that fact (see [10], Section 9).
4. Ramsey property for finite convexly ordered ultrametric spaces
The purpose of this section is to provide a proof of Theorem 2. To do that, let us introduce some
notations for the partition calculus on trees. Given trees (T, <Tlex) and (S, <
S
lex) as described in Section 2,
say that they are isomorphic and write (T, <Tlex) ∼= (S, <Slex) when there is a bijection between them
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which preserves both the structural and the lexicographical orderings. Also, given a tree (U, <Ulex),
define the set
(
U,<Ulex
T,<Tlex
)
as(
U, <Ulex
T, <Tlex
)
= {(T˜, <T˜lex) : T˜ ⊂ U ∧ (T˜, <T˜lex) ∼= (T, <Tlex)}.
When (S, <Slex), (T, <
T
lex) and (U, <
U
lex) are trees, (U, <
U
lex) −→ (T, <Tlex)(S,<
S
lex)
k abbreviates the
statement:
For any χ :
(
U,<Ulex
S,<Slex
)
−→ k there is (T˜, <T˜lex) ∈
(
U,<Ulex
T,<Tlex
)
such that χ is constant on
(
T˜,<T˜lex
S,<Slex
)
.
Lemma 12. Given an integer k ∈ ω r {0}, a finite tree (T, <Tlex) and a subtree (S, <Slex) of (T, <Tlex)
such that ht(T) = ht(S), there is a finite tree (U, <Ulex) such that ht(U) = ht(T) and (U, <Ulex) −→
(T, <Tlex)
(S,<Slex)
k .
A natural way to proceed is by induction on ht(T). Actually, it is so natural, that after having done
so, we realized that this method had already been used in [5] where the exact same result is obtained
! Consequently, we choose to provide a different proof which uses the notion of ultrafilter-tree.
Proof. For the sake of clarity, we sometimes do not mention lexicographical orderings. For example,
T stands for (T, <Tlex). So let T ⊂ S be some finite trees of height n and set U be equal to ω6n, the set of
all finite maps with values in ω and whose domain is an integerm 6 n. Note that U has a natural tree
structure when its elements are ordered by extension, and that it is also naturally lexicographically
ordered. To prove the theorem, we only need to prove that U −→ (T)Sk. Indeed, even though U is not
finite, a standard compactness argument can take us to the finite.
Let {si : i < |S|}<Slex be a strictly <
S
lex-increasing enumeration of the elements of S and define
f : |S| −→ |S| such that f (0) = 0 and sf (i) is the immediate<S-predecessor of si in S if i > 0. Define
similarly g : |T| −→ |T| where T is enumerated {tj : j < |T|}<Tlex . Let also S = {X ⊂ U : X @ S}
(resp. T = {X ⊂ U : X @ T}) where X @ S means that X is a <Ulex-initial segment of some S˜ ∼= S.
S (resp. T ) has a natural tree structure with respect to<Ulex-initial segment, has height |S| (resp. |T|)
and S max (resp. T max) is equal to
(
U
S
)
(resp.
(
U
T
)
). Observe that if X ∈ S r S max is enumerated as
{xi : i < |X |}<Ulex and u ∈ U is such that X <
U
lex u (that is x<
U
lex u for every x ∈ X), then X ∪ {u} ∈ S
iff u ∈ ISU(xf (|X |)) (where ISU(x) denotes the set of immediate<U-successors of x in U). Consequently,
X, X ′ ∈ S r S max can be simultaneously extended in S iff xf (|X |) = x′f (|X ′|). Now, for u ∈ U, letWu
be a non-principal ultrafilter on ISU(u) and for every X ∈ S r S max, let VX = Wxf (|X |) . Hence, VX is
an ultrafilter on the set of all elements u in U which can be used to extend X in S . Now, let S be a
EV-subtree ofS , that is a subtree such that for every X ∈ S r S max,
UX := {u ∈ U : X <Ulex u ∧ X ∪ {u} ∈ S} ∈ VX
Claim 13. There is T˜ ∈
(
U
T
)
such that
(
T˜
S
)
⊂ Smax.
T˜ is constructed recursively. Start with τ0 = ∅. Generally, suppose that τ0<Ulex · · ·<Ulex τj are
constructed such that for any X ⊂ {τ0, . . . , τj}, if X ∈ S , then X ∈ S. To construct τj+1, consider
the family I defined by
I = {I ⊂ {0, . . . , j} : {ti : i ∈ I} ∪ {tj+1} @ S}
and for I ∈ I let XI = {τi : i ∈ I}. (XI)I∈I is the family of all elements of S which are included in
{τ0, . . . , τj} and need to be extended with τj+1. In other words, we have to choose τj+1 ∈ U, such that
{τ0, . . . , τj+1} ∈ T and XI ∪ {τj+1} ∈ S for every I ∈ I. To do that, notice that for any u ∈ U which
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satisfies τj<Ulex u, we have {τ0, . . . , τj, u} ∈ T iff u ∈ ISU(τg(j+1)). Now, for any such u and any I ∈ I,
we have XI ∪ {u} ∈ S i.e. u allows a simultaneous extension of all the elements of {XI : I ∈ I}.
Consequently, VXI does not depend on I ∈ I. Let V be the corresponding common ultrafilter. For
every I ∈ I, we have UXI ∈ V so one can pick τj<Ulex τj+1 ∈
⋂
I∈I UXI . Then τj+1 is as required. Indeed,
on the one hand {τ0, . . . , τj+1} ∈ T since τj+1 ∈ ISU(τg(j+1)). On the other hand, for every I ∈ I,
XI ∪{τj+1} ∈ S since τj+1 ∈ UXI . At the end of the construction, we are left with T˜ := {τj : j ∈ |T|} ∈ T
such that
(
T˜
S
)
∈ Smax, and the claim is proved.
The proof of the lemma will be complete if we prove the following claim:
Claim 14. Given any k ∈ ω r {0} and any χ :
(
U
S
)
−→ k, there is a EV-subtree S of S of height
ht(S) = ht(S ) such that Smax is χ-monochromatic.
We proceed by induction on the height of S . The case ht(S ) = 1 is obvious so suppose that
the claim holds for ht(S ) = n and consider the case where ht(S ) = n + 1. Define a coloring
Λ : S (n) −→ k by
Λ(X) = ε iff {u ∈ U : X ∪ {u} ∈ S (n+ 1) ∧ χ(X ∪ {u}) = ε} ∈ VX .
By induction hypothesis, we can find a EV-subtree Sn of S  n (the tree formed by the n first levels
of S ) such that Smaxn isΛ-monochromatic with color ε0. This means that for every X ∈ Sn, the set VX
defined by
VX = {u ∈ U : X ∪ {u} ∈ S (n+ 1) ∧ χ(X ∪ {u}) = ε0}
is in VX . Now, let S = Sn ∪ {X ∪ {u} : X ∈ Sn ∧ u ∈ VX }. Then S is a EV-subtree of S and Smax is
χ-monochromatic. 
We now show how to obtain Theorem 2 from Lemma 12. Fix S ⊂]0,+∞[, let (X, <X) and (Y, <Y)
be inUc<S and consider (T, <
T
lex) associatedwith (Y, <
Y). As presented in Section 2, (Y, <Y) can be seen
as (Tmax, <Tlex). Now, notice that there is a subtree (S, <
S
lex) of (T, <
T
lex) such that for every (X˜, <
X˜) in(
Tmax,<Tlex
X,<X
)
, the downward <T-closure of X˜ is isomorphic to (S, <Slex). Conversely, for any (S˜, <
S˜
lex) ∈(
T,<Tlex
S,<Slex
)
, (S˜
max
, <S˜lex) is in
(
Tmax,<Tlex
X,<X
)
. These facts allow us to build (Z, <Z) such that (Z, <Z) −→
(Y, <Y)(X,<
X)
k : Apply Lemma 12 to get (U, <
U
lex) of height ht(T) such that (U, <
U
lex) −→ (T, <Tlex)(S,<
S
lex)
k ,
then simply let (Z, <Z)be the convexly ordered ultrametric space associated to (U, <Ulex). To check that
(Z, <Z) works, let χ :
(
Z,<Z
X,<X
)
−→ k. χ transfers toΛ :
(
U,<Ulex
S,<Slex
)
−→ k so find (T˜, <T˜lex) ∈
(
U,<Ulex
T,<Tlex
)
such that
(
T˜,<T˜lex
S,<Slex
)
is Λ-monochromatic. Then the convexly ordered ultrametric space (T˜
max
, <T˜lex) is
such that
(
T˜max,<T˜lex
X,<X
)
is χ-monochromatic. But (T˜
max
, <T˜lex)
∼= (Y, <Y). Theorem 2 is proved.
5. Ultrametric Urysohn spaces
Here, S is a countable subset of ]0,+∞[. The purpose of this section is to provide some properties
of the Urysohn space QS associated with US . QS can be seen as follows: the underlying set of QS is
the set QS of all elements x ∈ QS which are finitely supported. As for the distance, it is defined for
x 6= y by
dQS (x, y) = max{s ∈ S : x(s) 6= y(s)}.
QS is really meant to be seen as the set of branches of a tree. For example, when S is order-isomorphic
to {1/n : n ∈ ω}, QS is essentially the set of rational sequences which are eventually null and dQS is
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the usual distance for the product topology. With this facts in mind, it is easy to check that dQS is an
ultrametric on QS . Let also<
QS
lex be the natural lexicographical ordering on QS .
Theorem 15. (QS, <
QS
lex) is a countable structure which satisfies (i) The finite substructures of (QS, <
QS
lex)
are exactly the elements of Uc<S (ii) (QS, <
QS
lex) is ultrahomogeneous, i.e. every isomorphism between finite
substructures of (QS, <
QS
lex) can be extended to an automorphism of (QS, <
QS
lex).
Proof. Inwhat follows,we relax the notation andwrite d (resp.<) instead of dQS (resp.<QSlex). (i) is easy
to check so we concentrate on (ii). We proceed by induction on the size n of the finite substructures.
For n = 1, if x and y are in QS , just define g : QS −→ QS by g(z) = z + y− x.
For the induction step, assume that the homogeneity of (QS, <) is proved for finite substructures
of size n and consider two isomorphic substructures of (QS, <) of size n+ 1, namely x1 < · · · < xn+1
and y1 < · · · < yn+1. By induction hypothesis, find h ∈ Aut(QS, <) such that for every 1 6 i 6 n,
h(xi) = yi. We now have to take care of xn+1 and yn+1. Observe first that thanks to the convexity of<,
we have
d(xn, xn+1) = min{d(xi, xn+1) : 1 6 i 6 n}
as well as
d(yn, yn+1) = min{d(yi, yn+1) : 1 6 i 6 n}.
Call s = d(xn, xn+1) = d(yn, yn+1). Note that yn+1 and h(xn+1) agree on S∩]s,∞[. Indeed,
d(yn+1, h(xn+1)) 6 max(d(yn+1, yn), d(yn, h(xn+1)))
6 max(d(yn+1, yn), d(h(xn), h(xn+1)))
6 max(s, s) = s.
Note also that since yn < yn+1, we have yn(s) < yn+1(s). Similarly, from h(xn) < h(xn+1), we get
yn(s) = h(xn)(s) < h(xn+1)(s). Consequently, the set
R r Q∩, ]yn(s),min(yn+1(s), h(xn+1)(s))[
is non-empty and contains an element α. ]α,∞[∩Q is order-isomorphic toQ so we can find a strictly
increasing bijective φ :]α,∞[∩Q −→]α,∞[∩Q such that φ(h(xn+1)(s)) = yn+1(s). Now, define
j : QS −→ QS by:
If d(x, yn+1) > s then j(x) = x.
If d(x, yn+1) 6 s then
j(x)(t) =

x(t) if t > s
x(t) if t = s and x(t) < α
φ(x(t)) if t = s and α < x(t)
x(t)+ yn+1(t)− h(xn+1)(t) if t < s.
One can check that j ∈ Aut(QS, <) and that for every 1 6 i 6 n, j(yi) = yi. Now, let g = j ◦ h. We
claim that for every 1 6 i 6 n + 1, g(xi) = yi. Indeed, if 1 6 i 6 n then g(xi) = j(h(xi)) = j(yi) = yi.
For g(xn+1), observe that g(xn+1)(t) = j(h(xn+1))(t) and that
j(h(xn+1))(t) =
{h(xn+1)(t) = yn+1(t) if t > s
φ(h(xn+1)(t)) = yn+1(t) if t = s
h(xn+1)(t)+ yn+1(t)− h(xn+1)(t) = yn+1(t) if t < s
i.e. g(xn+1) = yn+1. 
We now turn to a description of US , the completion of QS . Note that if 0 is not an accumulation
point for S, then QS is discrete and US = QS . Hence, in what follows, we will assume that 0 is an
accumulation point for S.
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Theorem 16. The completion US of the ultrametric space QS is the ultrametric space with underlying set
the set of all elements x ∈ QS for which there is a strictly decreasing sequence (si)i∈ω of elements of S
converging to 0 such that x is supported by a subset of {si : i ∈ ω}. The distance is given by
dUS (x, y) = max{s ∈ S : x(s) 6= y(s)}.
Proof. We first check that QS is dense in US . Let x ∈ US be associated to the sequence (si)i∈ω . For
n ∈ ω, let xn ∈ QS be defined by xn(s) = x(s) if s > sn and by xn(s) = x(sn) otherwise. Then
dUS (xn, x) = sn+1 −→ 0, and the sequence (xn)n∈ω converges to x. To prove that US is complete, let
(xn)n∈ω be a Cauchy sequence inUS . Observe first, that given any s ∈ S, the sequence xn(s) is eventually
constant. Call x(s) the corresponding constant value.
Claim 17. x ∈ US .
(i) is obviously satisfied. To check (ii), it is enough to show that given any s ∈ S, there are
t < s < r ∈ S such that x is null on S∩]t, s[ and on S∩]s, r[. To do that, fix t ′ < s in S, and take
N ∈ ω such that ∀q > p > N , dUS (xq, xp) < t ′. xN being in US , there are t and r in S such that
t ′ < t < s < r and xN is null on S∩]t, s[ and on S∩]s, r[. We claim that x agrees with xN on S∩]t ′,∞[,
hence is null on S∩]t, s[ and on S∩]s, r[. Indeed, let n > N . Then dUS (xn, xN) < t ′ < s so xn and
xN agree on S∩]t ′,∞[. Hence, for every u ∈ S∩]t ′,∞[, the sequence (xn(u))n>N is constant, and by
definition of xwe have x(u) = xn(u). The claim is proved.
Claim 18. The sequence (xn)n∈ω converges to x.
Let ε > 0. Fix s ∈ S∩]0, ε[ and N ∈ ω such that ∀q > p > N , dUS (xq, xp) < ε. Then, as in the
previous claim, for every n > N , xn and xN (and hence x) agree on S∩]s,∞[. Thus, dUS (xn, x) 6 s < ε.

Since the detailed study of US is not the purpose of this note, we refer to [2] for any additional
property concerning this space. Let us simply mention that US is ultrahomogeneous, as well as
(US, <
US
lex).
6. Universal minimal flows
Wenowprovide some applications of the Ramsey theoretic results proved in the previous sections,
to the topological dynamics of isometry groups of the universal ultrahomogeneous ultrametric spaces
presented in Section 5. In this perspective, we start with some general results in topological dynamics
appearing in [10]. Let G be a topological group and X a compact Hausdorff space. A G-flow is a
continuous action G × X −→ X . Sometimes, when this action is understood, the flow is referred
to as X . Given a G-flow X , a nonempty compact G-invariant subset Y ⊂ X defines a subflow, by
restricting the action to Y . X is minimal when X itself is the only nonempty compact G-invariant set
(or equivalently, the orbit of any point of X is dense in X). Using Zorn’s lemma, it can be shown that
every G-flow contains a minimal subflow. Now, given two G-flows X and Y , a homomorphism from X
to Y is a continuous map pi : X −→ Y such that for every x ∈ X and g ∈ G, pi(g · x) = g · pi(x). An
isomorphism from X to Y is a bijective homomorphism from X to Y . The following fact is a standard
result in topological dynamics (a proof can be found in [1]):
Theorem 19. Let G be a topological group. Then there is aminimal G-flowM(G) such that for anyminimal
G-flow X there is a surjective homomorphism pi : M(G) −→ X. Moreover, up to isomorphism, M(G) is
uniquely determined by these properties.
M(G) is called the universal minimal flow of G. Observe that whenM(G) is reduced to a single point,
G has a strong fixed point property: whenever G acts continuously on a compact Hausdorff space X ,
there is a point x ∈ X such that g · x = x for every g ∈ G. G is then said to be extremely amenable.
Now, the results presented in [10] allow one to compute the universal minimal flow of certain groups
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provided some combinatorial facts hold for a particular class of finite objects. For example,we saw that
Uc<S is reasonable (Lemma 6), has Ramsey property (Theorem 2) and Ordering property (Theorem 3).
There are two corresponding results in topological dynamics, which read as follows (in the sequel, QS
is equipped with discrete topology and US with metric topology, whereas transformation groups are
equipped with the corresponding pointwise convergence topology and the usual composition law):
Theorem 20. Aut(QS, <
QS
lex) is extremely amenable.
Theorem 21. M(iso(QS)) is the set cLO(QS) of convex linear orderings on QS together with the action
iso(QS)× cLO(QS) −→ cLO(QS), (g, <) 7−→ <g defined by x<g y iff g−1(x) < g−1(y).
Let us mention that before [10], the pioneering example by Pestov in [14] followed by the one by
Glasner and Weiss in [8] constituted some of the very few known cases of non extremely amenable
topological groups for which the universal minimal flowwas known to be metrizable, a property that
M(iso(QS)) shares.
In order to obtain analogous results for US , we follow the scheme adopted in [10] to prove that the
isometry group of the Urysohn space is extremely amenable. Let <USlex be the natural lexicographical
ordering on US .
Lemma 22. There is a continuous group morphism for which Aut(QS, <
QS
lex) embeds densely into
Aut(US, <
US
lex).
Proof. Every g ∈ iso(QS) has unique extension gˆ ∈ iso(US). Moreover, observe that <USlex can be
reconstituted from <QSlex . More precisely, if xˆ, yˆ ∈ US , and x, y ∈ QS such that dUS (x, xˆ), dUS (y, yˆ) <
dUS (xˆ, yˆ), then
xˆ<USlex yˆ iff x<
QS
lex y.
Note that this is still true when <USlex and <
QS
lex are replaced by ≺∈ cLO(US) and ≺ QS ∈ cLO(QS)
respectively. Later, we will refer to that fact as the coherence property. Its first consequence is that
the map g 7→ gˆ can actually be seen as a map from Aut(QS, <QSlex) to Aut(US, <USlex). It is easy to check
that it is a continuous embedding. We now prove that it has dense range. Take h ∈ Aut(US, <USlex),
xˆ1<
US
lex · · ·<USlex xˆn in US , ε > 0, and consider the corresponding basic open neighborhood W around
h. Take η > 0 such that η < ε and for every 1 6 i 6= j 6 n, η < dUS (xˆi, xˆj). Now, pick
x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn ∈ QS such that for every 1 6 i 6 n, dUS (xˆi, xi) < η and dUS (h(xˆi), yi) < η.
Then one can check that the map xi 7→ yi is an isometry from {xi : 1 6 i 6 n} to {yi : 1 6 i 6 n}
(because US is ultrametric) which is also order-preserving (thanks to the coherence property). By
ultrahomogeneity of (QS, <
QS
lex), we can extend that map to g0 ∈ Aut(QS, <QSlex). Finally, consider the
basic open neighborhood V around g0 given by x1, . . . , xn and η. Then {gˆ : g ∈ V } ⊂ W . Indeed, let
g ∈ V . Then dUS (gˆ(xˆi), h(xˆi)) is less or equal to
max{dUS (gˆ(xˆi), gˆ(xi)), dUS (gˆ(xi), gˆ0(xi)), dUS (gˆ0(xi), h(xˆi))}.
Now, since gˆ is an isometry, dUS (gˆ(xˆi), gˆ(xi)) = dUS (xˆi, xi) < η < ε. Also, since g ∈ V ,
dUS (gˆ(xi), gˆ0(xi)) < η < ε. Finally, by construction of g0, dUS (gˆ0(xi), h(xˆi)) = dQS (yi, h(xˆi)) < η < ε.
Thus dUS (gˆ(xˆi), h(xˆi)) < ε and gˆ ∈ W . 
Corollary 23. Aut(US, <
US
lex) is extremely amenable.
Proof. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, and consider a continuous action α : Aut(US, <USlex) ×
X −→ X . Then β : Aut(QS, <QSlex) × X −→ X defined by β(g, x) = α(gˆ, x) is also a continuous
action. Since Aut(US, <
US
lex) is extremely amenable, there is x ∈ X which is fixed under β . Now, the set
{gˆ : g ∈ Aut(QS, <QSlex)} is dense in Aut(US, <USlex) so x is fixed under α. 
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Let us now look at the topological dynamics of the isometry group iso(US). Note that iso(US) is not
extremely amenable, as it acts continuously on the space of all convex linear orderings cLO(US) on
US with no fixed point. The following result shows that, in fact, this is its universal minimal compact
action.
Corollary 24. The universal minimal flow of iso(US) is the set cLO(US) together with the action iso(US)×
cLO(US) −→ cLO(US), (g, <) 7−→ <g defined by x<g y iff g−1(x) < g−1(y).
Proof. Equipped with the topology for which the basic open sets are those of the form {≺∈
cLO(US) :≺ X =< X} (resp. {≺∈ cLO(QS) :≺ X =< X}) where X is a finite subset of US (resp. QS),
the space cLO(US) (resp. cLO(QS)) is compact. To see that the action is continuous, let <∈ cLO(US),
g ∈ iso(US) andW a basic open neighborhood around<g given by a finite X ⊂ US . Now take ε > 0
strictly smaller than any distance in X and consider
U = {h ∈ iso(US) : ∀x ∈ X(dUS (g−1(x), h−1(x)) < ε)}.
Let also
V = {≺∈ cLO(US) :≺←−g X =≺←−h X}
where←−g X (resp.←−h X) denotes the inverse image of X under g (resp. h). We claim that for every
(h,≺) ∈ U × V , we have≺h ∈ W . To see that, observe first that if x, y ∈ X , then h−1(x) ≺ h−1(y) iff
g−1(x) ≺ g−1(y) (this is a consequence of the coherence property). So if (h,≺) ∈ U × V and x, y ∈ X
we have
x≺h y iff h−1(x) ≺ h−1(y) by definition of ≺h
iff g−1(x) ≺ g−1(y) by the observation above
iff g−1(x) < g−1(y) since h ∈ U
iff x<g y by definition of<g .
So≺h ∈ W and the action is continuous.
To complete the proof of the theorem, notice that the restriction map ψ defined by ψ :
cLO(US) −→ cLO(QS) with ψ(<) =< QS is actually a homeomorphism. The proof of that fact
is easy, thanks to the coherence property, and is left to the reader. It follows that cLO(US) can be
seen as the universal minimal flow of iso(QS) via the action α : iso(QS) × cLO(US) −→ cLO(US)
defined by α(g, <) = ψ−1(ψ(<)g). Now, observe that if g ∈ iso(QS) and <∈ cLO(US), then
<ϕ(g)  QS = (< QS)g . It follows thatψ(<ϕ(g)) = ψ(<)g and thus α(g, <) = ψ−1(ψ(<)g) = <ϕ(g).
Observe also that there is a natural dense embeddingϕ : iso(QS) −→ iso(US) (recall that iso(QS) is
equippedwith the pointwise convergence topology coming from the discrete topology onQS whereas
iso(US) is equipped with pointwise convergence topology coming from the metric topology on US).
Now, let X be a minimal iso(US)-flow. Since ϕ is continuous with dense range, the action β :
iso(QS) × X −→ X defined by β(g, x) = ϕ(g) · x is continuous with dense orbits and allows to
see X as a minimal iso(QS)-flow. Now, by one of the previous comments, cLO(US) is the universal
minimal iso(QS)-flow so there is a continuous and onto pi : cLO(US) −→ X such that for every g in
iso(QS) and every< in cLO(US), pi(α(g, <)) = β(g, pi(<)), i.e. pi(<ϕ(g)) = ϕ(g) ·pi(<). To finish the
proof, it suffices to show that this equality remains true when ϕ(g) is replaced by any h in iso(US).
But this is easy, since ϕ is continuous with dense range, pi is continuous, and the actions of iso(US) on
cLO(US) and X considered here are continuous. 
We finish with two direct remarks. The first one is a purely topological comment along the lines of
the remark following Theorem 21: to show that the underlying space related to the universal minimal
flow of iso(US) is cLO(US), we used the fact that the restrictionmapψ : cLO(US) −→ cLO(QS) defined
by ψ(<) =< QS is a homeomorphism. cLO(QS) being metrizable, we consequently get:
Corollary 25. The underlying space of the universal minimal flow of iso(US) is metrizable.
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The second consequence is based on the simple observation that when the distance set S is
{1/n : n ∈ ω r {0}}, US is the Baire spaceN . Hence:
Corollary 26. WhenN is equipped with the product metric, the universal minimal flow of iso(N ) is the
set of all convex linear orderings onN .
7. Remarks for further studies
As written in the introduction, very little is known about Ramsey properties for classes of finite
metric spaces, so there ismuch to do in this direction. Unfortunately, we doubt that the generalization
can be pushedmuch further. Indeed, the structural connectionwith trees is probably too specific to be
representative of the generic behavior of finitemetric spaces. For example, if the extreme amenability
of the unitary group of `2 can be proved via the approach of [10], there is little hope that it can be done
with the techniques of this article. Finally, in Section 4, we presented a Ramsey result concerning a
class of finite ordered trees with fixed finite height. Our hope is that the method we adopted may be
used for the partition calculus of countable trees.
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